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Simple Scanner: Doc to PDF/IMG

Scan paperwork into PDF/JPG. User-friendly and multi-scenes applicable.
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About Simple Scanner: Doc to PDF/IMG


Need a moving scanner?

The Simple Scanner application is designated for paperwork scanning that turns your phone into a portable scanner. You can scan documents, photos, receipts, reports, or just about anything. The scan will be saved to the device in image or PDF format. Name and organize your scan to a folder, or share it to your business partners or friends.

Support system: Android 4.4 and above

The Document Scanner application has all the features you need:

- Digitalized document, automatically remove the clutter background, generate high-definition JPEG pictures or PDF files.
- A variety of image processing mode, you can manually adjust the image parameters.
- Add highlight, text watermark or signature on your scanned paperwork.
- Multiple scan filters, such as grayscale or black white.
- Can be used in office, school, home and any place you want.
- Automatically detects page edges.
- Multi-levels of contrast for clear monochrome text.
- Support QR & Barcode scan and generate.
- Thumbnail or list view, sorted by date or title.
- This app is small-sized and optimized to run very fast.
- Quick search by document title.
- A powerful application that greatly deal with your daily life!

If you like Simple Scanner or have any other comments, please take a moment to write us a comment, or simply email us at [email protected], which will help us improve our products and give you a better experience.
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Zoho Doc Scanner is the most powerful document scanning app on the...
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Smart Doc Scanner turns your phone into an intelligent scanner which will...
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PDF Scanner App - AltaScanner
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Do you need a fast and simple mobile scanner to generate PDF...
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vFlat Scan - PDF Scanner, OCR
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Named one of the “Hidden gems of 2019” by Google Play! 🏆...
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Scanner+ App: Scan Docs to PDF
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Want to keep both your money & your scanner in your pocket?...
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TurboScan™ Pro: PDF scanner
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Over three million users chose TurboScan! Thank you for your support! •...
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I am getting ready to use this app.


	




	




	




	




	








Patricia Proctor
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Very nice 👍
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Scan paperwork into PDF/JPG. User-friendly and multi-scenes applicable.
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